20th November 2020
Dear Parents / Carers
RE: CGP Books
We have recently purchased a set of books for each child in school. Your child will bring these
books home next week.
For children in Y2 – Y6 there are a total of 5 books – these include 3 different Maths books, a book
to support grammar, punctuation and spelling and reading comprehension book. Children in YR
and Y1 will receive 2 books. For YR these books are a handwriting and a phonics book and for Y1
they are a Maths book and a reading comprehension book.
We would like to stress that there is no expectation for children to complete work from these books
at this stage. Over the coming weeks and months teachers may set tasks from these books for
children to complete as homework or may use to support them in the event of individuals needing
to isolate or for a bubble closure.
The work that is set on Teams for pupils that are needing to isolate or because of a bubble closure
is by far the best way for children to continue their learning and not fall behind their peers as daily
lessons will be set that are relevant to the work provided in school. These books are not a substitute
for this home learning but are provided to support home learning and children catching up with
areas of learning that they have missed due to the school closures in March.
The DfE have recently provided us with a very limited number of iPads that we will be able to loan
to families who need to self-isolate / learn from home because of a bubble closure so please do let
us know if this is the case for your child and we will endeavour to provide you with a suitable device
if we are able to do so. Please do remember that Teams does not require a tablet or laptop but
can be accessed through an app on your mobile phone if necessary.
Kind regards

Laura Buckley
Headteacher
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